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• Vision:- ……engage the city in discussing 
what the statue means to them to inform 
decisions about its future. The physical 
display itself will support a wider consultation 
process promoted by M-Shed across the city 
through a wide range of accessible response 
platforms to support the work of Bristol City 
Council’s History Commission. 

• This display of the statue is not an exhibition it 
is a vehicle to promote conversations and 
should not be seen as the final word on its 
history and wider context.  

• Design team of museum curators, designers, 
conservators, participation staff along with 
Professor Shawn Sobers and Councillor 
Helen Godwin from the We Are Bristol History 
Commission.

The Colston Statue: What next? display



Location and brief Located in ‘The Window 
on Bristol’ 1st floor M 
Shed

Visitors directed to the 
online survey

Virtual tours for schools

Engagement at 
sites/events around the 
city



Displaying the statue

§ Initial ideas presented for 
clarification by the Mayor and 
History comission.

§ First decision - how and where in 
the gallery to display the statue?



Protecting the statue

§ Simple but robust barrier, designed 
to be unseen

§ Calm environment to encourage 
considered thought, white and blue 
primary colours.



The visual identity for both online & in-gallery

§ The identity aims to state the 
facts that the statue was toppled 
but that’s not the end of the story

§ The sketchy font and graph paper 
backdrop suggest that this is work 
in progress

§ The colour blue promotes calm 
reflection

§ The octagon shape mimics the 
statue base and the overlaps 
suggest debate, discussion and 
movement. 

§ All combine to promote inclusive 
constructive debate



The gallery plan

way inBristol Life 
gallery

Window on Bristol gallery

§ Tried to keep it simple and low cost 
recyclable materials mixed with 
digital to create some movement in 
the space

§ Space is invigilated with security on 
the door

§ Covid: Max 20 people allowed into 
gallery at a time with traffic light 
system at the door



Description: logo & transparency statement – imagery linked to 
wording for clarity

Location: Applied to entrance wall 



Description: After June 2020 protest

Location: right hand gallery wall



Description: Statue label, digitally projected 
dialogue & film collage

Location: Walls behind statue



Examples of imagined dialogue and questions posed behind statue



Description: Colston panel

Location: Mounted to wall opposite statue



Description: Graphic showing where the statue was thrown into the 
docks

Location: Vinyl graphic mounted to window nearest the statue



Description: Statue timeline

Location: Wall opposite window



Description: Consultation questions & discussion wall

Location: On freestanding triangular wall in top left corner of gallery

Live survey statistic 
projected here



Description: Space for reflection

Location: Opposite main window



Description: Related material at M-Shed

Location: On wall on way out of space









80% of Bristol 
respondents 
wanted the statue 
to be displayed in a 
museum.



58% of Bristol 
respondents 
wanted the empty 
plinth to be used for 
temporary 
artworks.















What next for Bristol:
● City Council to accept the recommendations

● Agree where and how to create a ‘permanent’ exhibit of the statue involving 
the community

● Agree how to manage a ‘Listed’ artefact

● Agree who and how to create a programme of temporary artworks on the 
plinth.



A core principle of democracy is not simply 
tolerating but valuing differences in opinion.  The 

world – and our city – would be all the poorer 
without differences in the ways we think about the 

past, present and future.




